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1. Robin, are you coming to the concert? “Robin” is used here as ________. 

(A) objective case (B) vocative case  (C) dative case   (D) nominative case 

2. The plural form of “minimum” is: 

(A) minimal  (B) minimums   (C) minima   (D) no plural form 

3. What is the adjective form of “force”? 

(A) forcing   (B) forced   (C) no form is possible  (D) forceful 

4. When non-living things are personified, they take the _________ . (Fill in the blank with suitable 

word) 

(A) nominative case    (B) possessive case  

(C) dative case    (D) vocative case 

5. The meaning of the phrasal verb “Chicken out” is: 

(A) To refrain from doing something because of fear 

(B) To cut something into pieces with a knife 

(C) To clean or clear the inside of something thoroughly 

(D) To remove things completely from an area or place 

 

Directions (Q.6-10) : Out of the four alternatives, choose the one which can be substituted for the 

given words. 

6. He studies and collects coins. 

(A) journalist  (B) philologist  (C) numismatist  (D) accompanist 

7. An expert at displaying fireworks. 

(A) magician  (B) pyrotechnician  (C) fireman   (D) cartographer 

8. He lends money at an exorbitant rate of interest. 

(A) tinker   (B) oculist   (C) deportee   (D) usurer 

9. An expert in foods and nutrition. 

(A) patrician  (B) dietician   (C) paediatrician  (D) gourmand 

10. A scientist who deals with the beginnings of life. 

(A) geologist (B) etymologist   (C) embryologist (D) graphologist 

11. The word genie means 

(A) spirit  (B) ghost   (C) soul    (D) monster 
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12. In the sentence “Ram gave him a pen”, “him” is _______ 

(A) indirect object  (B) subject  (C) preposition   (D) direct object 

13. What does the idiom fish out of water suggest? 

(A) can die any moment    (B) grasping for breath  

(C) amphibious creature    (D) uncomfortable in unfamiliar surroundings 

14. Find a word in the passage which is the opposite of near. 

(A) unknown  (B) close   (C) remote  (D) convenient 

15. Find a word in the passage which means the owner of a business. 

(A) entrepreneur  (B) businessman  (C) proprietor   (D) constructor 

 

ANSWER KEYS 

1 B 9 B 

2 C 10 C 

3 D 11 A 

4 B 12 A 

5 A 13 D 

6 C 14 C 

7 B 15 C 

8 D 

   

 

ALL THE POWER IS WITHIN YOU; YOU CAN DO ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING BELIEVE IN THAT; DON’T 

BELIEVE THAT YOU ARE WEAK. STAND UP AND EXPRESS THE DIVINITY WITHIN YOU”
 ******************************* 
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